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The Luke Poems
I have always been inspired to write poetry. The first poem I ever wrote was to my
mother over 30 years ago. I realized early on that poetry was the best way to express
myself. I have a God-given talent to write Sonnet style poetry on various topics. Take a
journey with me over the last 20 years of my life. I’ve shared how God has truly
blessed me, and those around me. I invite you to read about my hurts, my joys, and my
testimonies. I know that you too will be able to identify with the poems in this first book
of more to come. All of the poems in this book have been inspired by, and given
through the Holy Spirit. I love to communicate my thoughts, feelings, and emotions in a
way that leaves my readers speechless. I have seen a lot through my travels across the
country, and even in combat zones (through the Air Force). After reading this book
you’ll see that God has left no stone unturned.
This is a collection of songs and poems that have come from love. My love for my wife,
my soul mate, my one. My love for life and my journey through it. My love for all that is
and the love from all that is to all that is. I began life as an atheist with a very logical,
analytical mind. I had two aims, to find my one, and to retire by the age of 30.
Fortunately, I did both. I did not, however, anticipate the profound spiritual journey that
life would lead me on. Coming from a completely non-religious background, I found my
own connection to all that is and have had my own independent spiritual experiences
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which were completely organic and not brought about by instruction or direction from
any religion or other parties. From my first understanding and interaction with the law of
attraction through to yoga and meditation treks in Nepal, exploring the world with my
soul mate and Ayahuasca and San Pedro ceremonies in the Amazon, to name a few,
my life has taken me along a path through various experiences to a profound belief in
all that is, with the faith that the highest good is being done for all always and a
perspective and appreciation that brings me contentment and peace. These songs and
poems have been written along this journey. If you have a voice and wish to sing but
are in need of the words for your song, it would bring me great pleasure to provide you
with the words contained in this book as a starting point, comparison, or inspiration. It is
my greatest wish that the highest good is done for all always. For love, from love, with
love.
Among the classics of ancient Greek and Jewish literature, the story of Luke-Acts has
few rivals. Yet we moderns miss much of the meaning of Luke's two-part drama
because we read it like any other text and not as it would have been heard by ancient
listeners -- in public performance by a skilled storyteller. The Way according to Luke
unlocks the big picture of Jesus' mission by attending to the repetition, patterns, and
other clues of oral narrative. In this single volume Paul Borgman lays out a holistic view
of the organic unity between Luke and Acts while demonstrating that the meaning of
Luke-Acts is uniquely embedded in its narrative. Borgman's distinctive work makes
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available both the satisfying pleasure of reading the Bible as great literature and the
rewarding insight gained from receiving Scripture as it was originally delivered.
This dissertation explores the question of what plainness meant, as a concept and
ideal, to an influential set of early modern poets including William Shakespeare, George
Herbert, and John Milton.
This is Luke Kennard's fourth collection of poetry and departs from his previous work in
its scope and outlook. The prose poems and dramatic monologues run deeper and, the
verse more personal. It is unmistakably a Kennard book (the wolf appears here in his
sixth outing), but there is also a striving to turn away from the self-referential games and
literary in-jokes of Kennard's previous work and look outward; an attempt to grow
something in the personal ground broken by the last two collections, without sacrificing
the wit and energy.
This booklet of poetry, written by former Army Ranger Luke Ryan, explores the nature
of violence, war, and the contrast between evil and courage found on the battlefield.
War is an eternal thing, as basic to human nature as eating food, as physical as sex,
and as spiritual as prayer, and these are the ideas communicated here in a way that
anyone can resonate with, veteran or not.
Even in death I heard the scrattle... An orange bunch of oak leaves Tossed this way and that
On the luke warm tarmac As I sat on a branch, Grounded. (bus stop)
It is 2031 and the must-have gadget is the Holophin: a tiny, dolphin-shaped microprocessor
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which cures your worst impulses and phobias, comforts you in your grief or boredom and
makes everything look much, much prettier. This hallucinatory and darkly funny sci-fi mystery
is the debut novella by acclaimed poet Luke Kennard, a refracted meditation on identity,
technology and the imagination.
Luke and Leo with some help from Lizzie and her sister have fun writing Limericks. This series
can get young writers writing their own poems! Join in on the adventure as friends learn the
basics of writing poetry and the use of rhyme, meter, alliteration, and other tools to write their
own poems. Each book in the series covers a different type of poem. From limericks to
acrostics, you can follow the story that shows the steps needed to create your new poem.
Activities in the back of the book provide additional information and writing practice.
An exquisite collection of physical, sensual poems which confirms Davies f reputation as one
of Australia fs foremost poets.
The new book of poetry from award-winning poet and novelist, Luke Davies.
A Personal History of Vision expands on the concerns of Fischer's acclaimed first collection
Paths of Flight and embodies what Judith Beveridge has described as his 'seemingly effortless
ability to blend visual detail and imaginative vision.' Intertwining the personal and the historical,
the modern and the primeval, and culture and nature, these poems explore vision in its many
senses, often with reference to the visual arts. At their heart is a search for an enlarged
awareness of ourselves and the world, in which the visible and the invisible, nature and spirit
find one another. At the same time, these poems are awake to inadequacies and the trials of
death and suffering-personal, political, and ecological. Yet, even in the darkness, they detect
possibilities of transformation. ***His second book of poetry shows Luke Fischer is outstanding
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among a new generation of Australian poets-there is everywhere throughout it intimations of
the sublime.--Robert Gray (Series: UWAP Poetry) [Subject: Poetry]

The book covers topics on sailing, tall ships, discovery, reflection, the ocean, our
story as an individual as well as a society. A easy book to pick up and read from
any page. Grounded in the maritime heritage in South Australia, Port Adelaide.
Achieved through poetry that is short and easy to read. Short stories that follow
the same lines, easy to digest and open to a wide age range. Photography and
paintings that help illustrate the multiple themes present. Core narrative is based
around our story as individuals and society (humanity) as we journey through life
and how we influence the world around us by better developing ourselves
through experiences and connections.
The Solex Brothers explores the fate of the individual - albeit a rather feeble
individual - and of personal responsibility in a culture of absurd, inexorable
forces. Farce navigating towards moral absolution in narratives at once Fauvist
and Baroque, expunging the twee with a reformist's remorseless vigour;
cherishing its influences with a poststructuralist's vertical rigour; and, at times,
chasing its tail with a schoolboy's reductive snigger.
Revel in Dark Academia through poems, by and for contemporary Christianity.
In Weak Devotions, his first poetry collection, Luke Hankins engages with great
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honesty the difficulties and uncertainties inherent in the spiritual life. Far from
seeking mere "self-expression," Hankins has honed these explorations into tightly
knit meditations and monologues that will resonate with the deepest questions
and longings of readers of all backgrounds.
In A Dialogue between Haizi’s Poetry and the Gospel of Luke Xiaoli Yang offers
a conversation between the Chinese soul-searching found in Haizi’s
(1964–1989) poetry and the gospel of Jesus Christ through Luke’s testimony.
Sun is Luke Levi's debut collection of poetry that includes topics on nature, love,
the past, being yourself, living in the present moment and finding happiness. The
forty six poems are divided into six sections that draw from Levi's love of the
natural world and his perspectives on nature, love, change and solitude. Whether
it's the stars, the forests of Oregon, a Cardinal bird pecking at his window screen,
choosing the right path, an African tribal dance, a lover or the hill country of
Texas, Levi's vivid imagery captures the essence of the natural world and living a
good life.
In this dynamic collection of poems, Drew Jackson explores the first eight chapters of Luke's
Gospel. These are declarative poems, faithfully proclaiming the gospel story in all its liberative
power. Here the gospel is the "fresh words / that speak of / things impossible." This powerful
poetry helps us hear the hum of deliverance—against all hope—that's been in the gospel all
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along.
With his collection Absolute Event Horizon and the novel Candy, Luke Davies has quickly
established himself as one of Australia's most thoughtful and unflinching writers. Running With
Light sees him delivering on the promise of his earlier work, as well as branching out in rich
new directions, as he wrestles vigorously with ways of appreciating the physical and emotional
worlds in all their complexity. Balancing on the dividing line between the colloquial and the
formal, Davies presents himself and the universe around him in a way that makes the familiar
disconcertingly foreign, and the foreign strangely familiar. In doing so, he causes us to look
again at the world and ourselves through surprising, provoking filters. Confronting in its
exploration of love, mortality and our aloneness, Running With Light is a volume that
encourages us to engage with the sanctity of our elemental surroundings, and to recognize
ourselves there.
The New York Times Best Seller For the first time ever, 75 beloved songs from Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood and The Children's Corner are collected in this charmingly illustrated treasury,
sure to be cherished by generations of children as well as the millions of adults who grew up
with Mister Rogers. It’s you I like. It’s not the things you wear, It’s not the way you do your
hair— But it’s you I like. From funny to sweet, silly to sincere, the lyrics of Mister Rogers
explore such universal topics as feelings, new siblings, everyday life, imagination, and more.
Through these songs—as well as endearing puppets and honest conversations—Mister Rogers
instilled in his young viewers the values of kindness, self-awareness, and self-esteem. But
most of all, he taught children that they are loved, just as they are. Perfect for bedtime, singalong, or quiet time alone, this beautiful book of meaningful poetry is for every child—including
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the child inside of every one of us.
What I Learned From Johnny Bevan is a politically charged modern epic by celebrated poet
Luke Wright. Written in electrifying verse, this is a story of friendship, class ceilings and the
battle for the soul of the Left. At university the mercurial Johnny Bevan saves Nick, smashing
his comfortable middle class bubble and firing him up about politics, music and books. Twenty
years later, as their youthful dreams disintegrate alongside the social justice they hoped for,
can Nick, now a jaded music journalist, save Johnny from himself? Winner of a prestigious
Fringe First Award, What I Learned from Johnny strikes at the heart of a divided Britain with
wit, compassion and laser precision.
Poems of Devotion is a collection of the finest recent poems in the devotional mode, which the
editor examines in detail in the introductory essay. The seventy-seven poets collected here
demonstrate the ongoing vitality of poetry as a spiritual practice, in the long tradition of poets,
psalmists, and mystics from the East and West. This is an anthology that will prove deeply
rewarding in the classroom, at home, or in the library of your religious institution.
A white supremacist group and its violent leader target fifteen-year-old Josh, who is struggling
to cope with his father’s recent death at the hands of terrorists. Will he find the strength to
resist? Will unlikely accomplice Dana help him plant something good in the space grief has left
inside him?

This is a full-length study of the work of Tony Harrison - a controversial figure in
current British poetry. Spencer discusses Harrison's poetry, translations, verse
drama and recent polemical writings, such as those on the Gulf War. While
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focusing on Harrison's politics, Spencer pays full attention to the poet's formal
and technical achievements.
This is Luke Ryan's second book of war poetry, delving deeper into his
experiences as an Army Ranger, some violent events as a child, and some after
his years in the military. Every form of art explores a different facet of the human
experience, and Ryan has found catharsis in exploring war and violence through
the emotional medium of poetry. He wrote these books to better understand
himself, but also in the hopes that other veterans might resonate with his work.
Additionally, this book, along with The Gun and the Scythe, may provide insight
to those interested in the psychological and emotional aspects of war.
This is another sensational collection from Luke Kennard packed with humour
and his heady mix of crazy animistic narrators and surreal mise-en-scene. Taking
off from his much celebrated second collection, The Harbour Beyond the Movie
which was shortlisted for the 2007 Forward Prize for Poetry, this book will delight
Kennard's readers and find him even more fans. Not to be missed.
NEXT GENERATION POET 2014Like a toboggan of wolves who have eaten
their driver, The Solex Brothers rushes blindly through the forest, drawing on the
tropes and archetypes of folk tales, parables, political manifestos, philosophical
tracts and grammar. Unlike a toboggan of wolves, The Solex Brothers explores
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the fate of the individual – albeit a rather feeble individual – and of personal
responsibility in a culture of absurd, inexorable forces. Farce navigating towards
moral absolution in narratives at once Fauvist and Baroque, expunging the twee
with a reformist's remorseless vigour; cherishing its influences with a
poststructuralist’s vertical rigour; and, at times, chasing its tail with a
schoolboy’s reductive snigger. Like a toboggan of wolves who are beginning to
regret having set-upon and eaten their driver, the world of “The Solex Brothers”
is funny, sad and irretrievably lost
NEXT GENERATION POET 2014SHORTLISTED FOR THE FORWARD
POETRY PRIZE 2007. Luke Kennard is an award-winning poet, critic and shortfiction writer. He works as a research student and assistant teacher at the
University of Exeter. He is an award-winning man.His first award-winning
collection of prose poems The Solex Brothers was published by Stride Books in
2005 and won an award. He has worked as regional editor for Succour, a
biannual journal of poetry and short fiction based at the University of Sussex and
as an associated reader for The Kenyon Review. He is currently reviews editor of
Exultations and Difficulties. His award-winning poetry has appeared in numerous
print and on-line journals. He exists in a permanent state of award-winning; he is
like a giant magnet for awards or, if awards are moths, a giant light.His awardPage 10/12
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winning work for the stage has been written with and performed by the theatre
company Pegabovine in Bristol, Birmingham, London, Scarborough (as part of
the National Student Drama Festival, 2003 and 2004, wherein it won an award)
and at the Edinburgh International Fringe (wherein it did not win an award). The
Sunday Times described their work as “wit of a different order”, but did not
specify which one. Chortle magazine described it as “delightful” – which is
probably less equivocal. He is constantly decorated for his achievements in the
form of awards – which he has won, does win and will continue to win, because
he is a winner. What a guy.Luke Kennard is tall, nervous, polite and frequently
scorches the end of his nose. He was educated at Holyrood Community School
and the University of Exeter. He is married and lives in Devon, birthplace of the
memorial bench. Essentially a lower-middle class purist, his favourite canapé is
the cocktail sausage roll. He will probably have rosettes and medals incorporated
into his gravestone, somehow.Luke Kennard, award-winner, won an Eric Gregory
Award from the Society of Authors in 2005. This has been described as a
travesty and a slap in the face for writers of genuine talent. Ever since he has
been forced to travel under a false name and wear nose-moustache-glasses for
fear of being assaulted by embittered poets, young and old. I suppose he could
just smash them in the head with one of his awards. He was received by the
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Orthodox church in 2006 and is working on his humility.
Uses a thorough understanding of Middle Eastern peasant culture and modern
literary criticism to analyze the New Testament parables in Luke
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